Auditory-evoked potentials in general anesthesia monitoring: baseline study of availability in relation to hearing function in awake status.
It has been confirmed that middle latency auditory-evoked potentials are good indicators of the hypnotic level in patients undergoing general anesthesia. The focal point for the evocation of auditory-evoked potentials is the presence of a serviceable hearing function. The aim of the study was to evaluate the limit of hearing loss above which the test could not be applied. To determine the limit of applicability of the technique, 100 subjects were studied. Twenty of them were normally hearing and 80 were affected by sensorineural hearing loss of various degrees. Each subject was submitted to pure tone audiometry, to determine hearing threshold, and then, in awake status, to auditory-evoked potentials recording using acoustic stimuli of 85 dB HL. All the 20 normally hearing subjects showed a reliable auditory-evoked potentials. Among the 80 subjects affected by hearing loss, only five had no potentials. These five subjects presented a pure tone audiometry threshold greater than 85 dB HL. The study demonstrated that middle latency auditory-evoked potentials recorded using an A-Line (software version 1.4) AEP monitor (Danmeter, Odense, Denmark) can be carried out even in presence of hearing loss if the pure tone threshold is less than 85 dB HL.